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1. Introduction

Language is sometimes regarded as if it were transparent. That is, we focus on what texts have to say, or what we construe them to mean, without giving enough consideration to how the language, or languages, by which they communicate are themselves strategic rhetorical choices that are critical to the text’s social and cultural work, as to the identity-formation of its authors and audience. Hence, it is common in English-speaking countries (resistant as they are to multilingualism), for teachers or scholars to teach or analyze ancient Hebrew or Aramaic or Greek Jewish texts in English as if nothing were “lost in translation.” The ancients knew better, and reflected considerably on the question of language choices and their consequences within a multicultural environment.¹ This is particularly true, I would argue, for early rabbinic literature, which is itself largely bilingual (Hebrew and Aramaic, not to mention Greek/Latin loan words), and which is particularly attentive, as we

* I had the pleasure and benefit of presenting earlier versions of this article on the following occasions, for which I am grateful to the organizers for the opportunity and to the audience for their comments: Conference on “Legal and Political Theology in Comparative Perspective,” Center for Jewish Law and Contemporary Civilization, Cardozo Law School, New York, February 2, 2010; Judaic Studies Colloquium, Yale University, New Haven, April 15, 2010; Frankel Center for Judaic Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, October 6, 2010; Association for Jewish Studies Annual Conference, Boston, December 20, 2010.

shall see, to both the language(s) of law and the laws of language. Law is both constituted by language and seeks to regulate language use.2

Rabbinic attentiveness to questions of language use can be attributed to two complementary, even if in tension, sorts of propellants: internal and external. Internally, for example, within the biblical tradition received by the Rabbis, the Hebrew Bible itself is bilingual (Hebrew and Aramaic),3 placing great emphasis on both the positive power of divine speech, as in the Creation account (with rabbinic literature denoting God as “He who spoke and the world came into being”) and the negative consequences of misdirected human speech (e.g., the story of the Tower of Babel and its consequent “confusion of tongues”). Externally, beginning at least as early as the Babylonian Exile in 586 B.C.E, Jewish communities, interspersed among those of other cultures and languages, were forced to adopt and adapt aspects of those cultures and languages in order to survive, while simultaneously needing to maintain a distinct identity (including a linguistic identity) so as not to be absorbed, a balancing act of no small feat and of great historical and cultural consequences. See, for example, Neh 13:23-24:

Also at that time, I saw that Jews had married Ashdodite, Ammonite, and Moabite women; a good number of their children spoke the language of Ashdod and the language of those various peoples, and did not know how to speak Judean (NJPS).

2 For the bilingual nature of rabbinic literature (and law), see my forthcoming article, “Language Mix and Multilingualism in Ancient Palestine: Literary and Inscriptional Evidence,” Jewish Studies 48 (2011), esp. at n. 48 (with Hebrew translation to appear in Leš 73 [2011]).

3 Although the Aramaic sections of the Hebrew Bible are in some of its later books (especially the Book of Daniel), there are Aramaisms throughout. Rabbinic literature itself stresses that Aramaic (targum) can be found in all three divisions of the TaNaKh (Torah, Prophets, Writings). See Gen. Rab. 74:14 (ed. Theodor-Albeck, 871), which gives as examples Gen 31:47; Jer 10:11; Dan 2:4; Cf. y. Sotah 7:2 (21b) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 933); Sanh. 10:1 (27d) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 1315).
Navigating the challenges of “languages in contact,” as much as “cultures in contact,” was critical to the success of such survival strategies. With each succeeding wave of foreign conquest, domination, and dispersion, these strategies were tested and refined anew.

I wish to suggest that it is against this broad canvas of multicultural and multilingual intersection and interaction, especially in the context of hellenization, Romanization, and Christianization, that the early rabbinic preoccupation with matters of language, especially multiple languages, needs to be, at least in significant part, understood. In other words, multilingualism was not just of philosophical or theological interest for the rabbis, but of direct practical consequence. In Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine times, the Jews of Palestine, including the rabbinic sages and their followers, however few or many they may have been, lived mainly in villages and cities of mixed populations, religious cultures, and languages, the three main languages having been Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek (with each having had sub-dialects), with lesser exposure to others as well. In those villages and cities they would have heard and seen a variety of languages. The relative proportions of frequency of use of those languages to one another, their functional mix (which language was used for which task), and the degree of fluency (oral, aural, reading, and writing) among mixed populations and diverse social strata varied from place to place, even within a relatively narrow geographic range, as over time. In short, the multilingual context was extremely complex, but unavoidable. Here I define “multilingualism” as “the knowledge of more than one language by a person or a social group and the ability to switch from one language to another in speech, in writing, or in speaking.”

2. Teaching/Speaking Hebrew to One’s Children

As for all societies and cultures, especially those either in transit or living as a cultural minority, language, in our case “Jewish language,” is an important marker of identity, especially when (as always) there are multiple choices available, both internally (more than one Jewish language as options) and

4 Benjamin Harshav, The Polyphony of Jewish Culture (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2007), 23-40 (“Multilingualism”), citing from 25. Harshav further clarifies that multilingualism can be “personal, social, or inter-subjective,” that is, not all members of a society need to be equally multilingual to characterize that society as being multilingual.
externally (Jewish versus non-Jewish languages). In particular, the question of which language to speak with one’s children highlights the tension between social advancement within the larger society and cultural transmission of one’s own. Five passages, all from the Land of Israel, four from tannaitic sources and one from a Palestinian talmudic barayta, emphasize the obligation of a father to teach or speak to his son in Hebrew at an early age, together with teaching him Torah and how to recite the Shema. Here are two such passages:5

“And teach them to your children (masculine plural)” (Deut 11:19): Your sons and not your daughters. These are the words of R. Yose b. Akiba. From here they said: When a young child begins to speak, his father speaks with him in the holy language and teaches him Torah. And if he does not speak with him in the holy language and does not teach him Torah, it would have been fitting for him as if he had buried him, as it says, “And teach them to your children, speaking of them.” If you taught them to your children, “to the end that your days and the days of your children shall increase” (Deut 11:21). And if not, to the end that your days shall be shortened. For thus are the words of Torah to be interpreted: from the positive, (we derive) the negative, and from the negative, the positive.

5 In general, I will concentrate my attention, although not entirely, on sources and authorities of tannaitic and amoraic Palestinian provenance.


7 Y. Ṣeqal. 3.3 (47c) (ed. Academy of the Hebrew Language, 613). For other such statements, some similarly in R. Meir’s name, some similarly stressing dwelling in...
It has been taught in the name of R. Meir (ca. 150 C.E.):
Whoever is settled in the Land of Israel and speaks the holy
language and eats the fruits of the land in purity and recites the
Shema in the morning and evening, may it be proclaimed that he
has a place in the world to come.

Note well the emphasis not just on teaching Hebrew, for example, as a vehicle
for the study of Torah or the recitation of the Shema, but as a language of
father-to-son speech. As the first passage interprets the otherwise redundant
phrase "speaking of them" (Deut 11:19), as soon as a child is able to speak, the
father speaks with him in יзыוקה, the "language of holiness," this being an
obligation separate from (but supportive of) teaching him Torah.8 The
hyperbolic nature of the consequences, if not performed,9 suggest that such
texts are less evidence of the widespread use of spoken Hebrew between
parents and children in mid-second-century Galilee than of countervailing
pressures that mitigated this practice. Even so, these passages strongly
emphasize the role of spoken Hebrew as pape-loshn, an inter-generational
Jewish cultural reproduction, much as one might expect from any linguistic-ethnos, but here with a particularly patriarchal emphasis.10

3. Hebrew in Exile

Although the challenges to maintaining Hebrew as a living language (whether
spoken or literary) were greater in the diaspora than in the Land of Israel, even
in the latter, especially under the rule of foreign empires and living among
mixed populations, many of the same challenges could be encountered. The
following two versions of a widely attested tradition, the first tannaitic and the

the Land of Israel, and some similarly stressing the recitation of the Shema (to
which I shall return below), see Sifre Zut. 15:38 (ed. Horovitz, 288); t. H. ag.

8 Exegetically, this derives from the phrase "speaking of them" being separate from
"teach them." If "speaking of them" were no different from "teaching them," it
would be redundant, which, midrashically speaking, cannot occur in divine
revelation.

9 Note the consequences of not doing so in Sifre Zut. 15:38 and t. Hag. 1:2: "And if
not, it would have been fitting for him (presumably, the son) not to have come
into the world."

10 Elizabeth Shanks Alexander has enlightened me on this aspect of these texts.
second amoraic, marvel at ancient Israel’s ability to maintain its moral and cultural distinctiveness during the long enslavement in Egypt:

R. Eliezer Ha-Qappar said in the name of Rabbi [Judah the Patriarch] (ca. 220 C.E.): Did not Israel [while in Egypt] possess four commandments than which nothing in the world is more worthwhile? For they were not suspect with regard to chastity, nor with regard to tale-bearing, nor did they change their [Hebrew] names, nor their language.... From whence do we learn that they did not change their language? As it is said, “That it is indeed my mouth [=native language] that is speaking with you” (Gen 45:12). And it says, “And they said, ‘The God of the Hebrews has manifested Himself to us’” (Exod 5:3). And it says, “A fugitive brought the news to Abram the Hebrew” (Gen 14:13).


See also the targuminim.

R. Ḥuna in the name of Bar Qappara (ca. 230 C.E.): For four things were Israel redeemed from Egypt: for not having changed their names, for not having changed their language, for not having engaged in tale-bearing, and for not one of them having acted licentiously.... For not having changed their names: They went down [to Egypt] as Reuben and Simeon, and came up as Reuben and Simeon. They did not call Reuben “Rufus,” nor Judah “Leon,” nor Joseph “Lestes,” nor Benjamin “Alexander.” For not having changed their language: Above it is written, “A fugitive brought the news to Abram the Hebrew” (Gen 14:13), while here it is written, “And they said, ‘The God of the Hebrews has manifested Himself to us’” (Exod 5:3). And it is written, “That it is indeed my mouth [native language] that is speaking with you” (Gen 45:12).

Two of the four behavioral traits that remained unchanged in Egypt are ethnic markers (the other two being moral): names and language. Both passages employ biblical prooftexts to show not only that Joseph was still able to communicate with his brothers in their native tongue (presumably, Hebrew), but that by the time of Moses and Aaron the Israelites continued to be recognized by the Egyptians as Hebrews, a linguistic marker first applied to Abraham, their founding father (Gen 14:13).14 In other words, despite challenging circumstances over a long duration, the Hebrews retained that ethnic designation by virtue of their having maintained their “native” Hebrew language.

The second passage introduces an interesting twist in that it provides the local names which the Hebrews did not adopt in place of their native Hebrew names while enslaved in Egypt. However, the alternative names are not Egyptian but Latin,15 suggesting that in speaking about cultural maintenance during the enslavement in Egypt of the distant past, the midrash is actually

14 The designation of Abraham and his descendants as Hebrews (ibrim) has several popular derivations (see Gen. Rab. 41 [42]:8 [ed. Theodor-Albeck, 414]), the most common being: 1. From Eber (eber), son of Shem (Gen 10:21, 24-25; 11:14-17), of whom Abraham is a descendent (Gen 11:26). 2. Abraham came from “across (me’eber) the Euphrates” (Josh 24:2-3; cf. LXX Gen 14:13).

15 On the relation of the Hebrew to Latin names, see the commentary of R. David Luria (RaDaL) to Midrash Rabbah; Saul Lieberman, מדרש ראב’à חכם, מדרש ראב”א ז ב.ס, כפירות שמות קדומים: מלחמה ושלום מלחמה, מלחמה שמות, הדרי, הלרי (Jerusalem: R. Mass, 1936/7), 306.
talking about cultural maintenance in the Greco-Roman present. In both contexts, the continued use of the Hebrew language (and names) is presumed to be an important factor in cultural perseverance.

The following passage, commenting on the first word of the Decalogue (Exod 20:2), presumes the very opposite, that the Israelites upon leaving Egypt understood (and presumably spoke) Egyptian, not Hebrew:

R. Nehemiah said: What is 'anokhi? It is an Egyptian word. Why did God find it necessary to use an Egyptian word? For answer, consider the story of a mortal king whose son had been captured. The son spent many years among his captors, until the king, cloaked in vengeance, went to free his son, brought him back, and then found he had to talk with him in the captors’ speech. So it was with the Holy One, blessed be He. Israel had spent all the years of their servitude in Egypt where they learned the Egyptian speech. Finally, when the Holy One redeemed them and came to give them the Torah, they could not understand it. So the Holy One said: I will speak to them in their captors’ speech. Thereupon the Holy One used the word 'anokhi, which is a form of the Egyptian (Coptic) 'nwk, so that the Holy One began His inauguration of the giving of Torah with Israel’s acquired way of speaking: “I (anokhi) am the Lord thy God” (Exod 20:2).

17 Cf. *Pisqa* 11.6; and Acts 2:5-12.
Although the Torah’s narrative of the Exodus from Egypt and the revelation at Mt. Sinai is recounted in Hebrew, the actual language spoken by the Israelites at that time, considering the circumstances of their long residence in Egypt, may well have been Egyptian, as the Midrash discerns from the telltale ‘nky.

Thus, we find two very different views of Israelite language maintenance in Egypt: (1) the Israelites resisted the pressure to acculturate linguistically to Egyptian society; (2) such linguistic accommodation, to which God himself accommodated in his own revelatory speech (and self-identification) at Sinai, was unavoidable.

4. Hebrew as Primordial Language

The previous passages make no special claims for Hebrew that would not be made by any other ethos on behalf of the importance of preserving and transmitting its particular linguistic code, especially when threatened by political or cultural domination and exile. Was Hebrew simply one of the “seventy languages” of the seventy nations of the world,18 or did it have a uniquely-privileged ontological status among the languages (e.g., as the ‘language of holiness’)?

Consider the following:

“שִׁים הַתָּהֳרָה בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן, רֵינוֹת וְרֵי הַלְּקָה בֵּשָׁם יִשְׂרָאֵל שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן, שִׁים יִשְׂרָאֵל שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא לַעֲדוֹן שִׁים עַל בַּלֹּא L

“She shall be called, woman (ishah), because she was taken out of man (ish)” (Gen 2:23). From this you learn that the Torah was given in the holy language. R. Phinehas and R. Hjelkiah in R. Shim’on’s (ca. 300 C.E.) name said: Just as it was given in the holy language, so was the world created with the holy language.

18 The idea that there were seventy nations in the world – here each presumed to have its own distinct language – derives from the “table of nations” in Gen 10.
Have you ever heard one say [in other languages], *gini, ginia; itta, iteta; antropi, antropia; gavra, gevarta* [that the word for “woman” is the feminized form of the word for “man”]? But *‘ish* and *‘ishah* [are used in Hebrew]. Why? Because the two expressions correspond to one another.

At issue here, of course, is not whether the Torah, as we have it, is written in Hebrew, but whether it was originally delivered in Hebrew and whether as such it pre-existed its formal revelation at Mt. Sinai all the way back to (even preceding) Creation. The key to this understanding is here located in Gen 2:23, according to which the designation by God of man (*‘ish*) and woman (*‘ishah*) by terms that are linguistically related to one another, that is, that woman derives from man both physically and linguistically in Hebrew, is not the case in other languages (nor for the proper names of Adam and Eve). Thus, the Hebrew biblical text as we know it cannot be a translation from an ur-text in another language. Since Hebrew is instrumental in the designation of the first humans as *‘ish* and *‘ishah* at the time of creation, it must also have been the language of the divine speech by which the world was created (Gen 1).

Thus, Hebrew is shown to have been the language of both revelation and creation, and, implicitly, the language by which God addressed the first humans and in which they communicated with one another (the words from Gen 2:23 having been spoken by the first man). Hebrew was the language of divine and human communication before there were seventy nations speaking seventy languages, of which Hebrew would have been one among many. Thus, to begin with at least, Hebrew alone was the language of holiness as well as of primordial humanity, but also of cosmogony.

However, the language with which the world was created need not necessarily have been the language(s) spoken by the first humans, either in or after Eden (although the previous passage suggests as much). One might think that the Hebrew language was only given to humans to use at a later, more appropriate time, e.g., with Abraham, the first “Hebrew,” or with the revelation of the Torah through Moses at Mt. Sinai. The question of the language spoken by the first humans receives specific attention in the following passage from the Babylonian Talmud:

> אמר רב חוריה אמר רבי: אמר וראשהו בלשון אחרمي שם שדראמר “יִלְמָד”
> כיוּר רוּכֵךְ אֵל (הַחָלִיל קְלַטָיו). הָיוֹנֵי דָרָם יְשִׁי לֵכֶם: מי ידחה?

20 See below, at n. 33.
Rab Judah said in Rab’s (ca. 230 C.E.) name: The first man spoke Aramaic, for it is written, “How weighty are your thoughts unto me, God” (Ps 139:17). And that is related to what Resh Laqish (ca. 250 C.E.) said: What is the meaning of the verse, “This is the book of the generations of Adam” (Gen 5:1)? It is to intimate that the Holy One, blessed be He, showed him [-Adam] every generation and its expositors, every generation and its sages. When he came to the generation of Rabbi Akiba, he [-Adam] rejoiced at his [-Akiba’s] learning but was grieved at his [martyr’s] death, and said: “How dear are your friends to me, O God.”

From its biblical context, Ps 139:17 is presumed to have been spoken by Adam. Rab Judah notices that the verse contains an Aramaism in the word for “your thoughts” (ךוינש), indicating thereby that Adam spoke Aramaic. By contrast, another interpretation of the same verse, by Resh Laqish, understands the word in question to be proper Hebrew for “your friends.” At issue, therefore, appears to be which of two related Semitic (and Jewish) languages was spoken by Adam, Hebrew or Aramaic.22
The question of which language or languages were spoken by humankind prior to the physical and linguistic dispersion of the generation of the Tower of Babel is discussed in several Palestinian sources, both rabbinic and pre-rabbinic:

Contrary to the customary view that multiple languages began with the destruction of the Tower of Babel, R. Eleazar interprets Gen 11:1 to mean that the seventy nations (Gen 10:1-32, immediately preceding the story of the Tower of Babel) already spoke seventy languages (assuming a correlation of each nation to a language) prior to the “confusion of tongues” that accompanied the scattering of the peoples (Gen 11:7-9). He does this by taking Gen 11:1 to mean that the multiple (םירע-words) “speeches” (נcharted-paroles) constituted a single (שם-language). By this interpretation, the difference between pre- and post-Babel is that humankind previously spoke many languages and understood one another, whereas subsequently they still spoke multiple languages but no longer understood one another. Thus, the divine punishment of that generation was not so much the multiplication of languages as their cognitive confusion.


24 The distinction between a single langue and multiple paroles originates with Ferdinand de Saussure, as developed by Claude Levi-Strauss.

25 See Gen 11:7, 9. For this distinction see Philo, On the Confusion of Tongues 191. For further discussion, see Steven D. Fraade, “Rabbinic Views on the Practice of Targum and Multilingualism in the Jewish Galilee of the Third-Sixth Centuries.”
By contrast, R. Yohanan takes both רוח禛 and רוח禛 to refer, by a word-play, to the language of the “Single One (יִהוָה) of the World” (=God), that is, to Hebrew as the language of holiness (of God). According to him, all of humankind spoke Hebrew prior to the Tower of Babel, but that thereafter the single language of the Single One was divided into many (presumably seventy) languages.26

The same talmudic passage cites, in the name of Bar Qappara, an interpretation of Gen 9:27 as “they would speak the language of Japheth (=Greek) in the tents of Shem (=the Hebrews),” and be understood.27 This would appear to be a middle position between those of R. Eleazar and R. Yohanan, conferring a privileged status to Greek in particular, thereby allowing for the possibility of Hebrew-Greek translation and presuming Hebrew-Greek bilingualism prior to Babel.28

Note how, according to the following late midrash, Hebrew as the single language of Creation will be restored in messianic times:


27 One of the sons of Japheth is Javan (Greece), according to Gen 10:2, next cited in our text. Similarly, Abraham is a descendent of Shem (Gen 10:26).

28 For such a privileging of Greek, compare the view of Rabban Shim'on ben Gamliel in m. Meg. 1:8; y. Meg. 1:11 (71c) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 749); b. Meg. 8b-9b: 18a.
“Let us, then, descend [and confound their speech there]” (Gen 11:7): When the Holy One, blessed be He, mixed up their language, not one of them knew his companion’s language. What was that language which they had been speaking? It was the holy language through which the world had been created. In this world nations and peoples take issue with the Holy One, blessed be He, but in the world to come all of them will be like a single shoulder for serving Him, as it is said, “For then I will make the peoples pure of speech [so that they all invoke the Lord by name and serve Him with one shoulder]” (Zeph 3:9)...

The messianic ideal of all of humanity serving God in unity will require the replacement of the cacophony of languages with a single “pure language” (נֶפֶשׁ בָּרָה). It should be stressed that the early rabbis were not the first to speculate upon the history of multilingualism through scriptural interpretation. The following two passages from the book of Jubilees (mid-second century B.C.E.) present somewhat differing accounts as to when the languages were “confused” and when Hebrew was introduced:

3:28 On that day [-expulsion from Eden] the mouths of all animals, the cattle, the birds, everything that walks and everything that moves about were made incapable of speaking because all of them used to converse with one another in one language and one tongue.31

31 For a single language being connected to a single counsel (נֶפֶשׁ בָּרָה), see Frg. Tg. (MS Vatican) to Gen 11:1: “And all the inhabitants of the earth had one language and one word and one counsel, because they spoke in the holy language by which the world was created in the beginning.”
32 For the “myth” that the animals originally shared a common language, see Philo, Confusion of Tongues 6.
12:25 Then the Lord God said to me: “Open his [Abraham’s] mouth and his ears to hear and speak with his tongue in the revealed language.” For from the day of the collapse [of the Tower of Babel] it had disappeared from the mouth(s) of all mankind. 26 I opened his mouth, ears, and lips and began to speak Hebrew with him – in the language of the creation. 27 He took his fathers’ books (they were written in Hebrew) and copied them. From that time he began to study them, while I was telling him everything that he was unable (to understand). He studied them throughout the six rainy months. 32

In 3:28 the “confusion of tongues” (at least among the animals) is retrojected from the Tower of Babel incident (Gen 11) to the expulsion from Eden (Gen 3), in a sense, to a more originary point of rupture, without explanation, but with a paraphrase of what appears to be Gen 11:1. However, in 12:25, the Tower of Babel incident is identified with the cessation of human use of Hebrew, only to be restored with Abraham, the first “Hebrew.” 33 Note how the “revelation” (or restoration) of Hebrew, the language of creation, to Abraham coincides with his copying and studying of (presumably) sacred texts, for which he relies on divine inspiration for understanding.

5. The Language(s) of Revelation

Although the Hebrew Bible, and especially the Pentateuch, as we have it is almost entirely in Hebrew, several midrashim emphasize that Hebrew is also the language in which it was divinely revealed to Moses at Mt. Sinai, that being לשון הקורש, the “language of holiness”:

“Thus shall you say” (Exod 19:3): “Thus,” in the holy language. “Thus,” in this order. “Thus,” in this manner. “Thus,” without removing or adding. 34
“The Lord said to Moses: Thus you shall say...” (Exod 20:19): In the language that I speak. “Thus you shall say to the Israelites”:
[In the very same language that I speak to you, you shall speak to My children.] In the holy language. Wherever it says “thus,” “so,” or “answer and say,” this refers to the holy language.35

With Moses acting as the intermediary of God’s revelation to Israel, how can we be certain that what he recorded is what was revealed to him?36 These midrashim take their cues from the emphatic (and otherwise redundant) language of Scripture when it says, “thus” ( Heb.), meaning that Moses was specifically admonished, among other things, not to change the language of revelation in recording it.37 It can be presumed, therefore, that the language in which the Torah is recorded is the language in which it was revealed, thereby ensuring that the text shares in the holiness of its language and vice versa.

Notwithstanding the preceding texts’ emphasis on the seemingly mono-lingual Hebrew revelation, several early rabbinic texts emphasize its multi-lingual nature:

36 On the broader topic of Moses’s intermediary role, and suspicions that he might have tampered with the revelation that he received and transmitted, see Steven D. Fraade, “Moses and the Commandments: Can Hermeneutics, History, and Rhetoric Be Disentangled?” in The Idea of Biblical Interpretation: Essays in Honor of James L. Kugel, ed. Hindy Najman and Judith H. Newman, Supplements to the Journal for the Study of Judaism 83 (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 399-422.
37 Whereas elsewhere such formulations relate to specific ritual recitations, here they relate to the language of Sinaitic revelation as a whole. We might compare this tradition with another which states that with Ezra’s re-establishment of the Torah, there existed the possibility of changing the Torah’s language from Hebrew to Aramaic. Instead, its language remained unchanged but its script was changed from “Hebrew” to “Assyrian” (or Aramaic). This is linked to an understanding of משנה תיירות in Deut 17:18 as the Torah “destined to be changed.” See Sifre Deut. 160 (ed. Finkelstein, 211); t. Sanh. 4:7-8; y. Meg. 1:11 (71b-c) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 748-49); b. Sanh. 21b-22a; 4 Ezra 14:42; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, 4:355-56; 6:443-44 nn. 41-44; Shlomo Naeh, “The Script of the Torah in Rabbinic Thought (A): The Traditions Concerning Ezra’s Changing of the Script,”
“He said: The Lord came from Sinai; He shone upon them from Seir” (Deut 33:2). Another interpretation: When the Holy One, blessed be He, was revealed to give Torah to Israel, he did not speak to them in one language but in four languages, as it is said, “He said: The Lord came from Sinai”; This is the Hebrew language. “He shone upon him from Seir”; This is the Roman language. “He appeared from Mount Paran”; This is the Arabic language. “And approached from Ribeboth-qodesh”; This is the Aramaic language.

Prior to this interpretation, the four place names in Deut 33:2 are interpreted to refer to the four directions from which God simultaneously approached the Israelites at the moment of revelation. Similarly here, the Torah is revealed to...
Israel simultaneously in four languages, the number four denoting, like the four directions, completeness: the multilingual plenitude of revelation which cannot be limited to a single language. It is important to emphasize that according to this midrash all four languages were addressed to Israel (“to them”/תָּמִם) and not to different peoples, each in its own language. Does this imply a presumption that Israel (ideally perhaps) would have understood these four languages? Given the anachronistic nature of the list, we must assume that the midrash is more about the idea of multilingual revelation than about its practicalities.

For revelation dividing into “seventy languages,” again representing typologically the totality of linguistic expression, note the following talmudic passage:

אמר רבי יהודה:amedi عبد אברגמבשורה מצא צא . (תהלים)

שתיבת: כלidor ריב ורב שיא מאנובית בוליאתשמיעו לשון.

_er_ Público רבי ישמעאל: _מקטיש תפוש_ סלות. (דרמות כנטש) המ פ FileUtilsי ה_ נחלכל לולכת_ רצוות – אך כלidor ורב שיא מקוור ב独角

ו_ נחלכל לטبسيים להושהו.

by four directions. For the four hemistichs of Deut 33:2 interpreted as representing the four directions that Moses summoned to witness against Israel, see Sifre Deut. 306 (ed. Finkelstein, 340).

40 See above, n. 18.

41 Seventy is the product of two “complete” numbers, seven and ten. As such it is typological for totality, and not realistic of a particular number. See Moshe Idel, “Infinities of Torah in Kabbalah,” in Midrash and Literature, ed. Geoffrey H. Hartman and Sanford Budick (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 155 n. 31 (with reference to earlier treatments): “The figure 70 stands for the totality of the aspects of a certain limited phenomenon, as we discover by comparing phrases closely related to the phrase ‘seventy facets’: ‘seventy languages,’ ‘seventy nations,’ ‘seventy angels,’ etc.” Similarly, other texts speak of forty-nine (seven times seven) faces of the Torah. See The Mishnah of Rabbi Eliezer or the Midrash of Thirty-Two Hermeneutical Rules, ed. H. G. Enelow (New York: Bloch, 1933), 45, with Enelow’s notes for other sources, esp. Pesiq. Rab. 21 (ed. Friedmann, 101a) and Midrash Haggadot at Exod 34:29 (ed. Margoliot, 717). See also Soferim 16:5 (ed. Higger, 288-89).

42 B. Shabb. 88b. For parallels, see Fraade, “Rabbinic Views,” 267 n. 37; idem, “Rabbinic Polysemy and Pluralism Revisited: Between Praxis and Thematization,” AJSR 31 (2007): 28-29, including references to previous treatments by Daniel Boyarin and Azzan Yadin; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, 6:39 n. 214. Note especially b. Sanh. 34a, where the parallel to the interpretation of Jer 23:29 concludes: “One scriptural verse goes out as several meanings ( biçim).” For the Torah having “seventy faces/facets,” see Num. Rab. 13:15. Note The Alphabet of
R. Yohanan (ca. 280 C.E.) said: What is the meaning of the verse, “The Lord gives a word; those who announce it are a great host”? Each and every utterance that issued from the mouth of the Almighty divided into seventy languages. The school of R. Ishmael taught: “[Behold, My word is like fire, declares the Lord,] and like a hammer that shatters rock!” (Jer 23:29): Just as a hammer splits into several sparks, so too each and every utterance that issued from the mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, divided into seventy languages.

Once again, the sense of the passage is that each and every seemingly monolingual divine utterance contains within it the complete potentiality of linguistic expression, here signified by the totality of human languages. Like light emerging from a prism, the linguistic plenitude of divine speech is revealed upon its being issued for human reception. There is no sense here or in the preceding passage that each language was intended monolingually for its respective nation, as later parallels aver.

6. Torah Inscribed

The following brief passage from the Mishnah sheds further light on the multilingual nature of the Torah’s revelation (and interpretation). Its context is a retelling of Deuteronomy 27’s account of the covenantal ceremony in which the people, after crossing the Jordan, are instructed to build an altar:

> “And on those stones you shall inscribe every word of this Teaching (Torah) most distinctly” (Deut 27:8; NJPS). According to the Mishnah (Sotah 7:5):

> Rabbi Akiba (in Batei Midrashot, ed. S. A. Wertheimer, 2 vols. [1950-53; Jerusalem, 1968], 2:354), where it is said that Moses taught the seventy “faces” of the seventy languages of Torah. See above, n. 41.

43 For this idea in later Jewish mystical thought and writing (including that of Walter Benjamin), see Moshe Idel, Old Worlds, New Mirrors: On Jewish Mysticism and Twentieth-Century Thought (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 168-75.

44 See Exod. Rab. 5:9; and the comments of R. Samuel Edels (the MaHaRSha) to our talmudic passage.
And afterward they brought the stones and built the altar and plastered it with plaster. And they wrote on them all the words of this Torah in seventy languages, as it is written, “very clearly” (Deut 27:8).

The biblical expression (“very clearly”) is understood by the Mishnah not in its more common biblical physical sense of clearly inscribed in the plaster, but in the more common post-biblical intellectual sense of “well expounded.” Once again, to completely reveal the meaning of the Torah requires the plenitude of linguistic expression. To fully comprehend the written record of revelation, in a sense to penetrate its seemingly monolingual writing, requires retroverting it to the fullness of the seventy languages in which it was originally heard by Israel, that is, to the totality of human language. The physical impracticality of this view need not detain us, as it has others.

For a similar association of interpretation with multilingualism, again in terms of seventy languages, note the following passage, also from the Mishnah (Sheqalim 5:1):

45 Following MS Kaufmann. For the continuation of the Mishnah, see below, n. 57. This interpretation of Deut 27:8 is repeated in b. Sanah 36a. The same idea is applied to Moses’s teaching of the people in Tanh. Descam 2 and Midrash P’rurz Moshe (A. Jellinek, Bet Ha-Midrasch, 1:122). See also Rashi at Deut 1:5 and 27:8.

46 Compare the ambiguous use of קב in Deut 1:5 for “expound.” The biblical verb קב is mishnaically construed not in its root meaning “to incise or articulate” (see Z. Ben-Hayyim, “The Contribution of the Samaritan Inheritance,” in Proceedings of the Israeli Academy of Sciences and Humanities 3 [1969]: 166-68), but in its extended post-biblical meaning “to interpret” (here, multilingually).

47 The Deuteronomic passage most likely understands “Torah” to refer to something like the book of Deuteronomy, whereas the Mishnah most likely understands it to refer to the Pentateuch.

48 See above, n. 43.

These are the officers which served in the Temple:... Petahiah was over the bird-offerings. (This same Petahiah was Mordechai.) Why was his name Petahiah? Because he would open matters, and interpret them, and he knew seventy languages.

The source of the explanation of the name Petahiah-Mordechai is Neh 7:7 and Ezra 2:2, where Mordechai, one of those who returned from the Babylonian Exile, is immediately followed by Bilshan. If the two are taken as one name, then by a word play it could mean that Mordechai was a master of languages (balal lašōn), or even a mixer of languages (ba-lal lašōn). These two mishnaic passages clearly associate exemplary interpretation with a knowledge of seventy languages, as do other rabbinic passages, which cannot be considered here.

Another set of texts, roughly contemporaneous with that of m. Sotah 7:5, represent the multilingual inscription of the Torah of Deut 27:8 quite differently. According to them, the purpose of rendering the Torah in seventy languages was not to reveal its plenitude of meaning through the plenitude of language, but rather to render it physically and cognitively accessible to the seventy nations, each in its own monolingual tongue. This is how the parallel Tosefta (Sotah 8:6-7) presents it, but not in interpretation of Deut 27:8:

50 The words within parentheses appear to be a scribal gloss, as they do not appear in MSS Kaufmann and Parma.

51 In modern Hebrew, linguistics is מהנדסים.

52 On Petahiah/Mordechai and seventy languages, see y. Šeqal. 5:1 (48d) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 619); b. Menah. 65a (with Rashi ad loc.); b. Meg. 13b; Pirje R. El. 50. For other passages that valorize knowledge of "seventy languages," see b. Sanh. 17a; b. Sotah 36b.

53 See above, n. 18.

54 But cf. below, n. 58.
R. Judah (ca. 150 C.E.) says: They inscribed it [-the Torah] on the stones of the altar. They said to him: How did the nations of the world learn the Torah? He said to them: This teaches that the Omnipresent moved every nation and kingdom to send their scribes (notarii) and they transcribed the writing from the stones in seventy languages. At that moment the verdict against the nations of the world was sealed for destruction.

R. Shim'on (ca. 150 C.E.) says: They wrote it on plaster. How so? They laid it out and plastered it with plaster, and they wrote on it all the words of the Torah in seventy languages, and they wrote below, "That they teach you not [to do after all their abominations]" (Deut 20:18): "If you [non-Jews] repent, we shall receive you."

According to R. Judah, the purpose of inscribing the Torah on the plastered stones was to make the Torah accessible to the seventy nations, if only briefly, so they could copy it into their own languages, and thus have no

---


57 Depending on whether the words were inscribed on the altar stones or on a separate monument, they might not have been left standing for very long. The Mishnah continues, "And they then took the stones and spent the night in their place" (cf. Josh 4:3, 8, 20), implying that the stones inscribed with the Torah in seventy languages did not remain in their place for very long, but were disassembled and taken to Gilgal. See y. Sotah 7:5 (21d) (ed. Academy of Hebrew
excuse for not having observed it, on the grounds of linguistic incomprehensibility, and would be punished accordingly for their non-observance. R. Shim’on leaves open the possibility that the nations were given the opportunity to read the Torah in their own languages, and thereby the possibility of repentance and conversion, at least in theory. Whereas R. Shim’on understands that the Torah was written on plaster on the stelai in seventy languages, R. Judah avers that the Torah was written on the altar stones in Hebrew alone, so that the non-Israelite nations were divinely encouraged to send their scribes to transcribe (that is, translate) it from the stones into their own respective languages (but to no avail). A similar understanding is reflected in the Palestinian targumim, as the following Fragmentary Targum indicates through its own “double translation” of Deut 27:8:

And you shall inscribe upon the stones all of the words of praise of this Torah, in engraved writing and very distinct, to be read in one language and translated into seventy languages.

According to this translation (perhaps seeking to promote the work of fellow translators) the Torah was inscribed in Hebrew alone, requiring, presumably,

Language, 935-36); b. Sotah 36a. If the inscription would have been written in ink on plaster, without cover, it would have been washed away by rain. See Jeffrey H. Tigay, The JPS Torah Commentary: Deuteronomy (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1996), 248.

I simply mention here the possibility that נאך הוא הניב is a play on נאך הוא הנה and thank Tzvi Novick for this suggestion.

The biblical context of Deut 20:18 is rules regarding the treatment of defeated populations of Canaan, who are to be completely destroyed, in order to prevent their influencing the Israelites to follow their abhorrent practices. However, early rabbinic exegeses interpreted this passage more leniently. As Tigay (Deuteronomy, 472) notes, “Since the express purpose of the law is to prevent the Canaanites from influencing the Israelites with their abhorrent religious practices (v. 8), if they abandoned their paganism and accepted the moral standards of the Noachide laws they were to be spared.” See Sifre Deut. 202 (ed. Finkelstein, 238), commenting on Deut 20:18: “teaching that if they repent, they are not to be killed.”

Frg. Tg. (MS Paris) to Deut 27:8. Compare Tg. Ps.-J. to Deut 27:8; Tg. Cairo Geniza fragment (MS T.-S. B 8.8 f. 1v); as well as Frg. Tg. (MSS Vienna, Nürnberg, Leipzig) and Tg. Neof. ad loc., all of which suggest an oral translation into seventy languages rather than inscribed translations.
the nations to send their multilingual scribes to render it into their own particular languages.

We have, then, two very different understandings of the recording of the Torah in seventy languages upon crossing the Jordan. One, represented by the Mishnah (and consistent with its only other use of “seventy languages,” in \( \text{Se\'qalim} \ 5:1 \)) and built upon an intellectual understanding of \( \text{בְּשָׁנַתָּיָּהּ} \ (\text{Deut} \ 27:8) \), is that to understand the Torah to the fullest extent possible would require its being rendered into the full range of linguistic expression (seventy languages), which has nothing to do with the nations as recipients of revelation.\(^{61}\) The other, represented by the Tosefta and its parallels, understands the recording of the Torah in seventy languages in a more “practical” (or, according to some, cynical) manner. Its purpose was to make the Torah accessible, if only briefly, to the seventy nations, each in its own language, if only so as to exclude them from the rewards of the covenant for their non-observance of its terms.\(^{62}\) It would be a grave methodological mistake, it seems to me, to collapse the fundamental ideational difference between the Mishnah and the Tosefta by reading the fuller latter into the briefer former, the generative relation of the Mishnah to the Tosefta, at least in this case, being difficult to determine.

While much has been written of late on the overall relation of the Tosefta to the Mishnah,\(^ {63}\) general paradigms cannot supplant the task of evaluating...

---

\(^{61}\) See above, nn. 43, 48.

\(^{62}\) This is in line with other tannaitic traditions of the nations having been offered the Torah, so that upon rejecting it, they could not protest the unfairness of their not having been offered it. See, for example, \( \text{Sifre Deut.} \ 343 \) (ed. Finkelstein, 395-97), with parallels, treated by me in \( \text{From Tradition to Commentary: Torah and Its Interpretation in the Midrash Sifre to Deuteroonomy} \) (Albany; State University of New York Press, 1991), 32-37, 197-98 nn. 35-42. Similarly, in early rabbinic sources, the giving of “seven Noaide laws” to the non- (pre-) Israelite nations, was less to enable them to inhabit their own nomistic order than to deny them covenantal status (or fuller revelation) for their having failed to uphold even these minimal seven laws. See my article, “Navigating the Anomalous: Non-Jews at the Intersection of Early Rabbinic Law and Narrative,” in \( \text{The Other in Jewish Thought and History: Constructions of Jewish Culture and Identity} \), ed. Laurence J. Silberman and Robert L. Cohn (New York: New York University Press, 1994), 145-65.

\(^{63}\) For recent scholarship on the relation of the Tosefta to the Mishnah, see Shamma Friedman, “Mishnah and Tosefta Parallels (1) – Shabbat 16:1,” \( \text{Tarbiz} \ 62 \) (1993): 313-38 (Hebrew); translated and expanded as “The Primacy of Tosefta to Mishnah in Synoptic Parallels,” in \( \text{Introducing Tosefta: Textual, Intratextual and Intertextual Studies} \), ed. Harry Fox and Tirzah Meacham (Hoboken, N.J.: Ktav, 1999),
individual cases in their own rights. At the risk of oversimplifying, those paradigms presume that the relation of Tosefta to Mishnah can be solved in temporal linear terms. Either the Mishnah (or a proto-Mishnah) is anterior to the Tosefta, which seeks to explain and/or augment it, or the Tosefta contains the raw materials, as it were, from which the present Mishnah has been editorially crafted. In either case, the relation and progression between the two is conceived of in linear terms: one must be anterior to and generative of the other. I see no reason to operate by such a presumption in the present case, where the Mishnah and Tosefta present and represent two roughly contemporaneous but very different ways of understanding a shared tradition of the Torah having been translated into seventy languages upon the Israelites’ crossing of the Jordan.

7. Knowledge of Seventy Languages as an Asset

Several rabbinic passages (besides m. Šeqal. 5:1, discussed above) state that the knowledge of “seventy languages” empowers interpretation and judgment. For example, the following talmudic passage rules (or imagines) that one of the qualifications for membership in the Sanhedrin is facility in seventy languages, so as to avoid having to receive testimony or question a witness via a translator. Once again, it should be assumed that “seventy languages” is typological and not realistic, especially since the passage itself recognizes that the expectation would only be met by a few:

אמר רב יהודה: אני משביעי ומdateTime אלא בכל קומה, בכל תמה, בכל מריאה, בכל קומה, בכל בשפיעה,وحדרים בשבעים דלים; שלא היה סמוייר שהמענה פמי מהתרגמו... אמר רב יהודה אמר רב: לא יתן שайн bek שים תלר רוחד למשנה – אני משביעי בכותבים. בכמה הוא שלשה, ביטבנו ארבעה: רב אליעזר, רב יהודה, רב עקבר, רב שמעון.
R. Yohanan said: None are to be appointed members of the Sanhedrin, but men of stature, wisdom, good appearance, mature age, with a knowledge of sorcery, and who are conversant with the seventy languages, in order that the court should have no need of an interpreter.... Rab Judah said in Rab’s name: A Sanhedrin must not be established in a city which does not contain [at least] two who can speak [the seventy languages] and one who understands them. In the city of Bethar there were three and in Jabneh four [who knew how to speak them]: [viz.,] R. Eliezer, R. Joshua, R. Akiba, and Simeon the Temanite, who used to discuss before them sitting on the ground. An objection is raised: A Sanhedrin that has three [able to speak the seventy languages] is wise [capable]; if four, it is of the highest standard possible. – He [Rab] holds the same view as the Tanna [of the following Baraita]: It has been taught: With two, [the Sanhedrin is] wise [capable]; with three, it reaches the highest standard possible.64

For the same reason, the biblical Joseph is presumed to have known seventy languages in order to qualify for royal status in Egypt, but required an angelic tutor as well as a name change in order to become proficient in so many languages, in contrast to Pharaoh, who was unable to learn Hebrew:

64 B. Sanh. 17a-b (slightly modified Soncino translation). Compare t. Sanh. 8:1; y. Seqal. 5:1 (48d) (ed. Academy of Hebrew Language, 619); b. Menaḥ. 65a; b. Meg. 13b.
R. Hiyya b. Abba said in the name of R. Yoḥanan (ca. 280 C.E.):

At the moment when Pharaoh said to Joseph, “Without you no one shall lift up his hand” etc. (Gen 41:44), Pharaoh’s astrologers exclaimed: “Will you set in power over us a slave whom his master bought for twenty pieces of silver!” He replied to them, “I discern in him royal characteristics.” They said to him, “In that case he must be acquainted with the seventy languages.” Gabriel came and taught [Joseph] the seventy languages, but he could not learn them. Thereupon [Gabriel] added to his name a letter from the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, and he learnt [the languages] as it is said: “He imposed it as a decree upon Joseph when he went forth from the land of Egypt; I heard a language that I knew not” (Ps 81:6). On the next day, in whatever language Pharaoh conversed with him he replied to him; but when [Joseph] spoke to him in the holy tongue he did not understand what he said. So he asked him to teach it to him; he taught it to him but he could not learn it. [Pharaoh] said to him, “Swear to me that you will not reveal this”; and he swore to him.

Once again, the ability to rule (and the status of royalty) presumes knowledge of multiple languages, ideally at least, all the languages spoken by humankind. Again, given the unrealistic nature of this expectation, divine (angelic) intervention is necessary to facilitate this for Joseph. Although Pharaoh shares with Joseph the ability to communicate in multiple languages, he is linguistically challenged, to his embarrassment, when it comes to learning Hebrew, rendering Joseph his multilingual superior.

Finally, we may note Philo of Alexandria’s presentation of the view of those who, critical of the biblical story of the Tower of Babel, find it surprising that the story views the multiplication of languages as a punishment, and the prelapsarian single universal language as a source of evil, whereas both the possession of a common language and knowledge of multiple languages should be advantageous:

65 Joseph’s name in this verse contains an additional letter, heh, shared with the tetragram name of God.

66 B. Sotah 36b (slightly modified Soncino translation). Compare the requirement (CD 14:10) that the Qumran meḥaqqer (“Overseer”) know kol lēšōn mishpēḥōtān (“all the languages of their families”), according to some reconstructions of the text.
Further the acquisition of languages other than his own at once gives a man a high standing with those who know and speak them. They now consider him a friendly person, who brings no small evidence of fellow-feeling in his familiarity with their vocabulary, since that familiarity seems to render them secure against the chance of meeting any disastrous injury at his hands. Why then, they ask, did God wish to deprive mankind of its universal language as though it were a source of evil, when He should rather have established it firmly as a source of the utmost benefit?67

However scurrilous Philo finds the criticisms of these scriptural scoffers, he would appear to share their positive view of those (presumably contemporaries) who have acquired the ability to converse in multiple languages.

67 Philo of Alexandria, Confusion of Tongues 13 (Loeb Classical Library, 4:16-17). Compare, however, Josephus’s negative view of those who acquire knowledge of multiple languages rather than knowledge of Jewish Scripture and laws (Ant. 20.262-65 [Loeb Classical Library, 9:526-29]): “And now I take heart from the consummation of my proposed work to assert that no one else, either Jew or gentile, would have been equal to the task, however willing to understand the Greek world. For my compatriots admit that in our Jewish learning I far excel them. I have also laboured strenuously to partake of the realm of Greek prose and poetry, after having gained a knowledge of Greek grammar, although the habitual use of my native tongue has prevented my attaining precision in the pronunciation. For our people do not favour those persons who have mastered the speech of many nations, and who adorn their style with smoothness of diction, because they consider that not only is such skill common to ordinary freemen but that even slaves who so choose may acquire it. But they give credit for wisdom to those alone who have an exact knowledge of the law and who are capable of interpreting the meaning of the Holy Scriptures. Consequently, though many have laboriously undertaken this training, scarcely two or three have succeeded.”
8. Language Choice and Function

Returning to four languages, the oft-cited view of R. Jonathan of Bet Gubrin (ca. 250 C.E.) recognizes that different languages are particularly well-suited to particular functions:

אמר ר'Jonathan בָּט גּבְּרִין: ארבע בּים נְחוֹם נְכוֹרִים, וְשֵׁרְוֶתָנָה נָא אַמְּאָלִים נָאָבָד מְזוֹמָנוֹת בּּוּקָה הָעָלָמִים.
ואָלֵּי חֶלְלוֹת הַלְּמָר רְתוּּ אֲלֵיֵמָה אֲלֵיֵיֵּמָה הָעָלָמִים
ואָלֵּי לַחָהָד.

Said R. Jonathan of Bet Gubrin: Four languages are pleasing for use in the world, and these are they: Greek for song, Latin for battle, Sursi (Aramaic) for dirges, Hebrew for speech. And some say, also Assyrian for writing.

While much ink has been spilled on the specific implications of this saying (especially with respect to Hebrew), it's sentiment is that each language is especially well suited to a particular kind of expression. We find confirmation of the use of "Sursi (Aramaic) for dirges" in recently uncovered Aramaic piyyutim for occasions of mourning, e.g., eulogy and consolation.


69 The word דָּרָם can cover a wide range of types of speech, from mundane to sublime. See Philip S. Alexander, "How Did the Rabbis Learn Hebrew?" in Hebrew Study from Ezra to Ben-Yehuda, ed. William Horbury (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1999), 71-89. E. Y. Kutscher ("The Languages of the Hebrew and Aramaic Letters of Bar Cochba and His Contemporaries," Leš 26 [1961-62]: 22 [Hebrew]) comments that since R. Jonathan flourished in the second half of the third century, his statement may reflect the continued use of Hebrew as a spoken language that late; at least in southern Palestine (Judea, where Bet Gubrin is located). But since R. Jonathan’s saying is transmitted, without dissent, in a Galilean Palestinian source, there is no reason to assume that its sentiment would not have been endorsed in the north.

might presume that each language is suitable for use by a particular nationality or ethnicity, here it is suggested (ideally at least) that all people (העולם, “the world”) would be well-served to employ all four of these languages, each for a particular kind of discourse to which it is best suited. Needless to say, these four languages would have been recognizable, at the very least, to inhabitants of ancient Palestine, some of whom would have been able to choose functionally between them. As we noted above, in conjunction with another set of four languages,71 the use of the number four, denoting completeness, could be typological (like the number seventy72), standing for the totality of languages, even though here the four would be the four principal languages in use in late-antique Roman Palestine.

The following rhetorical statement, attributed to Rabbi Judah the Patriarch, appears twice in the Babylonian Talmud, once marked as a barayta. It is followed by a rejoinder from the Babylonian Amora Rav Joseph:


And Rav Joseph (ca. 300 C.E.) said: In Babylonia, why [use] the Aramaic language? Either [use] the holy language [-Hebrew] or the Persian language.73

Rabbi Judah the Patriarch’s statement has been repeatedly invoked as incontrovertible proof that Hebrew had ceased to be a spoken language in the Land of Israel by his time.74 By the same logic, we would have to say the same

---

71 See above, at n. 39.
72 See above, n. 41.
73 B. Sotah 49b (// b. B. Qam. 82b-83a).
74 E. Y. Kutscher (The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll [Jerusalem: Magnes, 1959], 11 [Hebrew]; English trans. [Leiden: Brill, 1974], 13)
for Greek. Whatever the state of Hebrew usage at his time, this passage is unable to bear the weight of such far-reaching historical conclusions. All it suggests is that while a normal expectation might have been for the Jews of Palestine either to stick by their ancestral language (Hebrew) or to adopt that of the ruling elites (Greek), with Aramaic being neither, Aramaic usage is, ironically, an anomalous third possibility. In a sense, however, Aramaic, while being neither native nor foreign, is something of both: a very close cognate to Hebrew (and a biblical language), but also a language shared with the surrounding non-Jewish cultures (e.g., Samaritan, Christian, Nabataean, Palmyran) among whom Jews dwelled, and a former imperial language.

Rav Joseph’s gloss avers that the question of such a seeming anomaly is not unique to the Land of Israel, but can be equally asked of Jewish use of Aramaic in Babylonia, and, one might add, of hybrid inside-outside Jewish languages throughout subsequent history. It would be akin to asking of Eastern European Jews, “Why use Yiddish? Use either Hebrew or Polish (or Russian, etc).” At the very least, our talmudic passage is evidence of Jews navigating between, and in some cases combining, three language options (inside/outside/inside-outside), and of rabbinic literature thematizing the challenges of such language choices.75

considers this passage to be irrefutable proof that Aramaic had replaced Hebrew as the spoken language of the Galilee by the time of R. Judah the Patriarch. Willem Smelik (“Language Selection,” 145) states: “Rav Yoseph’s statement highlights the absurdity of Rabbi’s claim [that Hebrew or Greek be spoken, but not Aramaic] and thus provides a highly ironic comment on the use of Aramaic in both areas. Rabbi’s position must have been related to an ideology of Hebrew rather than a society in which the use of Hebrew was still a viable option for everyday speech.” As indicated earlier, determining monolingual spoken language is not my concern here, nor is it warranted by this text, which does not indicate what kind of language use it has in mind.

75 In another article I provide ample evidence of such multilingual language use and selection in inscriptional realia of the second through sixth centuries C.E. from the Land of Israel; see my “Language Mix and Multilingualism in Ancient Palestine: Literary and Inscriptional Evidence,” Jewish Studies 48 (2011). A Hebrew translation will appear in Leš 73 (2011).
9. Legal and Ritual Practicalities of Jewish Multilingualism

Up to now, the rabbinic passages that we have discussed have almost all been aggadic. A somewhat more restrained attitude toward multilingualism (less idealizing of multilingualism and making more limited allowance for the ritual use of other languages) is evidenced in numerous halakhic passages. They deal with the question of the acceptable language to be used in fulfilling halakhic obligations such as writing and signing legal documents,76 reading and writing Scripture,77 writing mezuzot and tefillin,78 reciting blessings, curses, and oaths, reciting the Shema,79 and prayers, sacrificial declarations, and performing other rituals such as those of the sofah, the yevamah, and the anointed war priest.79 While the overall preference is for these to be fulfilled through Hebrew, there is considerable debate as to the circumstances under which another language may be employed (especially Greek, but others as well), whether due to the lack of a competent person to perform the obligation in Hebrew or due to a desire for the audience or participant to be able to understand what is being read or recited, and in some cases being agreed to. However, in most situations, the desired default is Hebrew, even if at a sacrifice of comprehension.80

All of these passages, both Palestinian and Babylonian, presume that not all Jews were competent to use Hebrew for legal and ritual purposes and that they had other languages more readily at their disposal. I will not discuss these

---

76 M. Git. 9:6, 8; t. Git. 7:11 (ed. Lieberman, 274); t. B. Bat. 11:11 (ed. Lieberman, 169). For a detailed discussion of the documentary evidence for such practices, see Fraade, "Language Mix and Multilingualism."
78 M. Meg. 1:8.
79 M. Sofah 7:1, 2; 8:1; t. Sofah 2:1; 7:1, 7 (ed. Lieberman, 154, 190, 192-93); Sifre Num. Nasso 12 (ed. Horovitz, 18); y. Sofah 7:1 (21b) (ed. Academy of the Hebrew Language, 932-33); b. Meg. 18a; b. Sofah 32b-33a.
passages in detail here since I have already done so in print in previous articles on targum,\textsuperscript{81} and since we now have an excellent treatment of them by Willem Smelik.\textsuperscript{82}

The important point to be made here is that the rabbinic texts presume and acknowledge Jewish individuals and communities with a variety of linguistic competencies, and are thereby confronted with a variety of language situations to be normatized. We know from extensive inscriptive and documentary evidence that such a Jewish multilingual environment was not a figment of the rabbinic imagination. While preferring Hebrew for the fulfillment of verbal ritual performances, rabbinic literature is surprisingly liberal in allowing for some of those ritual acts to be performed in other languages, especially Greek. In the case of scriptural reading and study (both public and private), the rabbinically preferred practice is bilingual: Hebrew and Aramaic performed in tandem. Interestingly, while use of a foreign language for or by a foreign language speaker is, in many cases, permitted (e.g., the recitation of the Shema in Greek), the allowance of Aramaic alone for an Aramaic speaker is never even considered. While the bilingual scriptural Hebrew-Aramaic reading is the rabbinic norm, the possibility of a monolingual Hebrew reading (if a suitable translator is not available) and monolingual Greek reading (for a Greek-speaking audience) is allowed, and a bilingual Hebrew-Greek reading is conceivable,\textsuperscript{83} the possibility of a monolingual Aramaic scriptural reading is nowhere specifically entertained.\textsuperscript{84} We may presume that Aramaic is too close to Hebrew in character and status to constitute an entirely separate language for such ritual purposes.


\textsuperscript{82} Smelik, “Language Selection”; idem, “Code-switching.”


\textsuperscript{84} As I have argued elsewhere (“Locating Targum”), there was no rabbinic “Aramaic Bible” apart from the Hebrew Bible that it accompanied. The only possible exception that I have been able to find is in b. Meg. 18a, where, in a barayta, the obligation to read the Scroll of Esther can be fulfilled from a written text “in Hebrew to Hebrews,” where “Hebrew” is understood by some talmudic commentators (e.g., Rashi ad loc.) to be a Mesopotamian dialect of Aramaic, it not being clear whether this would have been a Jewish or non-Jewish dialect of Before and After Babel
Space only allows us to take a closer look at selections from one of these passages, in the Palestinian Talmud:

[A] These are said [in any language...]. It is written, “And the priest shall say to the [accused] wife” (Num 5:19): In any language that she understands. These are the words of R. Josiah (ca. 300 C.E.). R. Yohanan (ca. 280 C.E.) said to him: If she does not understand, then why would she respond to him, “Amen” (Num 5:22)? Rather [the verse means that] he should not speak to her through an interpreter....

[B] The recitation of the Shema’, as it is written, “You shall talk of them” (Deut 6:7). Rabbi Judah the Patriarch (ca. 200 C.E.) says: I say, the recitation of the Shema’ can only be recited in the holy language. What is its scriptural basis? “And these words which I command you” (Deut 6:6). R. Levi b. Haintah went to Caesarea. He heard them read the Shema’ in Greek. He wanted to stop them from doing so. R. Yose heard and was angered. He said: Should I say that one who doesn’t know how to read [Hebrew written in] Assyrian [square script] should not read at all? Rather, one fulfills one’s obligation in any language which he knows.....

Steven D. Fraade

86 See m. Sotah 7:1.
[C] And with regard to prayer, [he may recite it in any language] so that he will know how to beseech for his needs.

[D] And with regard to the benediction over food, [he may say it in any language] so that he knows to whom he is blessing.

[E] And with regard to the oath of testimony and the oath concerning a deposit, one administers it to him in his own language. If one administered it [to persons] not in their own languages, and they said, “Amen,” behold they are exempt [from culpability for violating the oath].

Although the Mishnah (Sotah 7:1) lists prayers and rituals that can be “recited in any language,” including the words recited by the priest to the suspected adulteress (sotah), the Shema’, the tefillah (amidah), the benediction over food, and the oaths of testimony and concerning a deposit, the Palestinian Talmud, developing earlier tannaitic teachings, debates the scriptural basis of such an allowance, or even the allowance itself. For example, no less than Rabbi Judah the Patriarch disagrees with the Mishnah and insists that the Shema’ be recited only in Hebrew (as he does in t. Sotah 7:7). Yet it is repeatedly stressed that for the laity to pray or recite or respond to rituals in a language that they do not understand would weaken the intention and thereby the effectiveness of their words, even to the point of absolving them of legal culpability. Even in something so basic (and, presumably, familiar) as the recitation of the Shema’, better to recite it in one’s own language (at least in Greek in Caesarea) than not to recite it at all if unable to read it in Hebrew.87

In a sense, we have come full circle, since we began with passages extolling the virtues and rewards of teaching one’s child to speak Hebrew in conjunction with reciting the Shema’ and studying Torah, the latter two presumably also in Hebrew, with grave consequences for not so doing, and with an implicit claim that Jewish cultural reproduction depends on it. Now we are told that even within the Land of Israel (albeit at a somewhat later date) one could find communities whose knowledge of Hebrew was so lacking as to require (according to some) the recitation of the Shema’ in Greek rather than not at all, with no explicit suggestion of negative consequences. Rather than seeing our earlier passages as being in contradiction with these later ones, or situating them too simply along a linear chronological progression, I prefer to

87 On the exceptional status of Greek, at least according to some, see above, n. 28.
see them in dialectical and dialogical tension with one another (as they are internally within themselves).

10. Conclusions

Since I am still at the hunting and gathering stage of my work on this subject, I am reluctant to offer categorical conclusions. However, even if I were done with hunting and gathering, I would still be reluctant to reduce the rich plenitude and variety of rabbinic laws and narratives concerning language valuation and choice in a multilingual societal and cultural environment to univocal distillations. After all, the texts that we have examined are not just about language, but themselves make (when not concealed by translation) strategic language choices at every turn.

Nevertheless, let me identify a few recurring themes, not without tension with one another. I shall not now draw distinctions between the texts with respect to relative chronology and geography, since almost all of the texts and tradents are of Palestinian (Land of Israel) provenance and the themes, while rhetorically more developed in later texts, are well and widely established already in the “tannaitic” corpora. I have identified four (or five) themes around which the texts that we have examined can loosely be clustered:

1. The first theme is what I would call “ethnocentric.” This is, from a cross-cultural perspective, hardly unusual. Hebrew is the ancestral language of Israel, stemming at least as far back as Abraham, the first Hebrew, and as such must be maintained and propagated, principally from father to son, especially when it must vie with the dominant languages of foreign rule and cultural hegemony. This imperative is all the more incumbent upon those living in the Land of Israel. It is tied, ideally at least, to daily speech as well as to sacred study and practice.88

2. A second theme is linguistic exceptionalism. Hebrew is not just one of many languages, each one employed by a particular nation or ethnos, but is שֶׁמֶן־מָדְרֵשׁ, the “language of holiness,” and the language of universal creation, thereby preceding and transcending the advent of nations, and hence, of national languages. Hebrew alone is the language of cosmogony. It is the language not just of Israel’s laws and narratives, but of divine revelation itself, Israel’s Scriptures having been recorded and transmitted in the same language as they were divinely revealed and are presently read and studied.

3. Yet, revelation was itself multilingual from its very inception. Implicit here is the idea that the fullness of revelatory meaning requires the fullness of linguistic expression (four or seventy languages). Hebrew may be the language by which the world was created, but God as the creator of all peoples must also be the ultimate creator of all human languages. The knowledge of all (seventy) languages, ideally at least, is necessary to fully comprehend the meaning of divine revelation. This leads, therefore, from linguistic exceptionalism to a seemingly contradictory linguistic pluralism.

4. Linguistic pluralism is, however, of two sorts: metaphysical and practical, which can sometimes be in tension with one another, as we saw in the differences between m. *Sotah* 7:5 and its parallels in t. *Sotah* 8:6-7 and other sources: was the Torah written on stones in seventy languages in order for it to be fully understood (םְיָם יְהוָה), or in order for it to be briefly available to the nations, who would then have no excuse for not having observed it, thereby justifying their exclusion? The tension between linguistic exceptionalism and linguistic pluralism intersects, therefore, with the dilemma of Torah as Israel’s inheritance alone, or Torah as universally bestowed wisdom.89 However, as we have seen, linguistic pluralism can also have the practical positive purpose of allowing Jews to recite some prayers and perform some rituals in whichever language they understand, thereby avoiding rote recitals which would be devoid of religious meaning or legal consequence for their practitioners.

As a final concluding remark, these tendencies continue, and remain in some tension with one another, throughout the length and breadth of Jewish cultural history down to the present, even as the specific “languages in contact” change. While we have several excellent treatments of Jewish bi- and

---

89 This tension goes back at least as far as Ben Sira (ca. 180 B.C.E.), as is well demonstrated by Seth Schwartz, *Were the Jews a Mediterranean Society? Reciprocity and Solidarity in Ancient Judaism* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), 45-79. See also Marc Hirshman, *Torah for the Entire World*. 
multilingualism in modern times (especially regarding the relation between Yiddish and Hebrew), it is often not recognized that the multilingual Jewish template (Hebrew and Aramaic) originates in antiquity, at least from the time of the Persian conquest in 538 B.C.E. We await both a comprehensive treatment of Jewish attitudes toward and practices of multilingualism in antiquity and a comparative study of the ubiquity of Jewish multilingualism across continents and millennia, with profound implications for the renewability of Jewish culture and identity through collective practice (halakha) and narrative (aggada), both of which are as much about language as they are performed through language.
